Activity Report for the year 2017:

Introduction: Because of our limited fund for this year we tried our best to make a maximum use of our available budget in this period of time. Therefore we decided to concentrate more on the inspection and repairing in the first half of the year and at the same time distribution of wheelchair due to frequent requests for those we did survey and enrolled them. Based on this plan, we inspected 17 and repaired 5 tricycles and wheelchairs during this reporting period; we also distributed 5 new wheelchairs for the very needy clients.

1. The distribution of new wheelchairs to the following beneficiaries:

No. 01
Name: Mohammad Ali  
Class/occupation: Self Employment  
School/work station: Teach in blinds schoold  
Age: 25 yrs  
Cause of disabilities: Fallen down  
Receiver Comment: Thank for providing me wheelchair this time which really help me to continue my sport and teaching. I really appreciate you generous support.

No. 02
Name: Hamza Khan  
Class/occupation: Self employment  
School/work station:  
Age: 37yrs  
Cause of disabilities: Mine explosion  
Receiver Comment: I did not think about this kind of support, ever. Now I feel I am dreaming. Thank you very much for providing me this!
No. 03
Name: Atta Mohammad
Class/occupation: Student
School/work station: Family School in Reshkhor
Age: 12 yrs
Cause of disabilities: Congenital
Receiver Comment: I really want to be in class daily and continue my education. It will help me to get what I am looking for which is further education. Thank you all and God bless you!

No. 04
Name: Rahmatullah
Class/occupation: 12th class
School/work station: Family School for Reshkhor
Age: 20 yrs
Cause of disabilities: After a strong spasm
Receiver Comment: This will help me a lot Thanks you very much for making it possible to me to have a wheelchair.

No. 05
Name: Samiullah
Class/occupation: 8th class
School/work station: Family School of Reshkhor
Age: 15 yrs
Cause of disabilities: Came under wall when fallen
Receiver Comment: I was really disappointed for being able to continue my education but you support mad me very happy and hopeful. Than you all so much.
2. The maintenance service for up to 12 wheelchair/tricycle was planned this year. However we inspected 17 and picked up 5 of them to be fixed.

01. Name: Ahmad, distributed in 2016.
    Repaired on April 2017
    Comments from Receiver: I did not believe the service for repairing after distribution. I thanks all of you for the great support.
02. Name: Jawed, distributed in 2004.  
Repaired on May 2017  
Comments from Receiver: I did not believe the service for repairing after distribution. I thanks all of you for the great support.

03. Name: Nik Mohammad, Distributed in 2012, local made.  
Repaired on June 2017  
Comments from Receiver: It is some time very difficult for me to repair my tricycle which is really helping me but MESSA support me a lot for repairing it
Not: He procured this from an individual but since it was distributed by MESAA in 2012 we decided to repair it. This is one of the local made tricycle.

Comments from receiver: Thank one more time for the great support. I am using it since 2004 and it is all because of your great work and service.
05. Name: Mohammad Jawed, distributed in 2004. 
Repaired on Aug 2017
Comments from receiver: It is a significant support to disadvantage people and I thanks from the team make it possible. It really helped me a lot in daily life.

Summary 2017:
We started implementation of project as soon as school started. Screening for new receivers and following up for broken wheelchairs and tricycles started as soon as we heard about funding for 2017.
With this year financial and technical support from Collaborative Music Workshop (CMW) we were able to distribute and repair affirmation number of wheelchairs and tricycles for this FY. The direct beneficiaries (receivers/user) and indirect beneficiaries (family member and teachers) are very happy, appreciative for all in touch and asked for extension and expansion of the project.
Supplementary Comments:

1. Due to fall of Afghan currency rate and ability to find a vendor to provide wheelchair with cheaper price to us we were able to increase the number of new wheelchair for distribution as you can see the details above.

2. We the MESAA staff has been trying hard to make the best use of our limited financial assistance we have been receiving in recent years, even with minimum payments.

3. Continuation of this project added one more year experience to MESAA background and keep MESAA going to help disadvantage people. We have experienced that a user has been using a tricycle for about 14 years because of facilitating repairing service.

4. The project is always well received by all direct and indirect beneficiaries.
5. MESAA staff are grateful to MCJ and MCW as well as all individual for providing us with a chance to be in the service of our needy people through your kind cooperation and support.

Remark: Increasing of displaced Afghan is still continuing due to the instability mostly in north o country. This year we experience less refugees return to country. The situation is still critical and there is need for humanitarian aid in various aspects and our project is one of a highly expected one. Therefore we would like to ask for your further support in this regard.

He requested replacement of his tricycle, was active for more than 12 years, with wheelchair which took place. His tricycle distributed to another beneficiaries.

For more information please contact:
Medi Educational Support Association for Afghanistan (MESAA)
C/O SAHA, Near Russian Embassy, Darul Aman Road, Ayub Khan Mina, Kabul, Afghanistan.
Mobile: 0093-(0) 700 292 095, Afghanistan Kabul
Email: mesaa_afg@yahoo.com, ahmadyarmd@yahoo.co.jp, zabi1977@yahoo.com